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Abstract--Symmetry has always been considered an important factor in Visual Aesthetics. But perceptual 
symmetry is not always identical to the symmetry defined by the mathematicians. A symmetrical picture 
is not necessarily symmetrical in the mathematical sense. Using a well defined abstract picture we try 
to determine the principles governing the aesthetical effects of symmetrical images. 
Regarding symmetry, we can speak of at least four different points of view which are closely 
correlated: the physical, mathematical, psychological nd aesthetical points of view. We intend 
to examine the question of symmetry in aesthetics and by a more restricted approach, the 
question of symmetry in aesthetics of the visual arts. 
Since the aesthetical point of view is strictly linked to the perceptive system, in examining 
the problems of aesthetics we find ourselves dealing with two distinct groups of problems: 
(1) the problem of the perception of symmetry; 
(2) the aesthetical effect of the perception of a symmetrical pattern. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE PERCEPT ION OF SYMMETRY 
Perceived symmetry only rarely coincides with the symmetry defined in mathematics. 
Often what is considered by an analytical science as symmetrical is, in fact, far from being 
symmetrical in our perception. Likewise, many objects judged as symmetrical re not, according 
to the mathematical definition of symmetry. 
The pattern in Fig. 1 is undoubtedly symmetrical ccording to the mathematical definition, 
since it presents a series of translations. All these equivalent points are related by translation: 
by the simplest direct isometry operation which leaves a figure invariant. This operation is 
called a symmetry-operation. H wever, this pattern would be perceived as asymmetrical by all 
normal human beings. Raphael's famous painting the "Sposalitio" (Fig. 2), often referred to 
as a classical example of symmetrical composition, is obviously not symmetrical. The relation 
between the two sides of the picture is not isomorphic. We cannot detect any translation, any 
rotation or any guided reflection in respect to an axis of symmetry. Nor is Manet's "Olympia" 
symmetrical (Fig. 3). It was however described as a "vulgar symmetrical playing-card" after 
it's first scandalous exhibition. 
Certainly, the shapes on the two sides of the picture, the two human figures, Olympia and 
her servant, can suggest a certain symmetry. In fact, they are slightly similar but are far from 
being isomorphous. The servant's bust is not a translation eventually obtained by the rotation 
of Olympia's body. Likewise patterns made up of simple geometrical forms can seem more or 
less symmetrical without being symmetrical in the strict mathematical sense. Besides, from the 
strict mathematical point of view, the expression "more or less symmetrical" does not have 
much significance. A figure is either symmetric or asymmetric regardless of how many sym- 
metric operations may be performed on it. On the other hand, as far as human perception and 
perceptive judgement are concerned, to evaluate hierarchy of symmetry is a legal procedure. 
A symmetrical pattern can be perceived as more symmetrical than another. In a first analysis, 
one can base the perceptive evaluation of symmetry on the number of symmetrical xes without 
taking into account that one is or is not aware of the number of these axes. In any case, symmetry 
is psychologically a continuous variable. A picture may be rich or poor in symmetry depending 
on how many types of symmetrical operations may be performed on it without affecting it. The 
letter "A" ,  for instance, will remain unchanged only if reflected in one axis. As far as the 
rotation is concerned the letters "S" ,  " I " ,  "H"  or "O"  possess two-fold symmetry: these 
appear the same after 180 ° rotation. The number of symmetrical xes is undoubtedly only one 
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Fig. I. Translational symmetry. (after A. L. Loeb (3).) 
of the intervening variables in the perception of symmetry. The reflection around the vertical 
axis seems to provoke a stronger perception of symmetry than the reflection around the horizontal 
one. So, the spatial position of the pattern influences the perception of symmetry. Another 
important variable concerning the perceptual symmetry is the context .  
Under normal circumstances, Raphael's painting represented in Fig. 2 is perceived as 
symmetrical. It would not be symmetrical if the spectator were requested to examine the picture 
not as a work of art or as a scenery, but as an arrangement of colors and forms. In this respect 
one can also distinguish spontaneous perception with or without scrutinization. The scrutinising 
perception can go as far as the precise examination of the picture which corresponds roughly 
to a scientific analysis of a visual phenomenon. 
In spite of at least a century of intensive research, psychologists are still unable to link 
the level of perceived symmetry to the physical elements of the picture. In a statistical processing 
of a picture the skewness of a one-dimensional distribution can be measured, but skewness 
means degrees of deviation from symmetry. So, skewness measures asymmetry. The same 
concept may be applied to a two-dimensional distribution and the asymmetry of a shape may 
also be measured on a continuum. In this approach the parameter for symmetry is considered 
to be an analogy of the "third moment" of the statistical distribution of the elements[l I. 
THE PROBLEM OF THE AESTHETIC ASPECT OF SYMMETRY 
Symmetry, besides harmony and rhythm, is one of the most indistinct concepts on aesthetic 
vocabulary. Moreover, the semantic field of these three words have a very large intersection. 
Symmetry, in the olden days from Plato to Vitruvius and Alberti was a concept which has very 
little relation to it's actual meaning. In Plato's system symmetry of a phenomenon is the result 
of "commoduatio" joining all the elements with the whole by means of a standard measure 
called "modulus".  Vitruvius, the theoretician of Roman architecture used the word almost in 
the same sense. Symmetry, he said, consists in the agreement of the measure between the 
distinct elements and the whole. 
Alberti shared this opinion at the dawn of the Renaissance. Associated with order and 
unity, symmetry becomes an important aesthetic ategory. Diderot treats it as such. Still today, 
it remains an aesthetic ategory, at least in the mind of certain theoreticians of visual art. Some 
decades before Diderot, Alciphon, the "minute philosopher" of Berkeley's declared that "beauty 
is a fugacious charm which is felt." Indeed, what quality is felt? one may ask. It is "Symmetry 
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and proportion as they please the eye"J2]. But what does this symmetry, which is so pleasing 
to the eye, signify? 
This is one of the main problems of scientific aesthetics and of many artists conscientious 
of the inherent difficulties of modem art. There are several well-defined ways to carry out 
research in this field. We do not want to follow the so promising way chosen by MacGillavry 
in her "Symmetry aspects of M. C. Escher's periodic drawings".[8] Nor can we choose the 
royal route of topology laid down by the painter and topologist A. Hi1114,5]. This researcher 
in two excellent studies showed that the painter Mondrian, the sworn enemy of all kinds of 
symmetry, created symmetrical works all his life. In fact, Mondrian's asymmetrical works 
transform themselves into symmetrical ones in a certain topology. But as soon as one adds a 
distance to the topology, Mondrian's paintings become asymmetrical gain. We stated above 
that two great-world-wide works of art spontaneously judged as being symmetrical were not 
symmetrical in the mathematical sense. But in these pictures the distributions of the great shapes 
on the two sides are quite symmetrical. There are the more precise forms, the details, which 
break the symmetry of the whole. Of course, there are many experimental evidences showing 
that, for perceptual symmetry, the lower spatial frequencies are more important than the higher 
spatial frequences. However, in realistic and representative works, the exact geometrical sym- 
metry cannot exist. The human body is undoubtedly symmetric at a first glance. But the left 
side of our body is not identical to the right side. The apparent symmetry of the human face 
is lightened by an asymmetry of the details. There are differences in these details which make 
up an interesting face. Nothing is stranger, more bizarre and even uglier than those symmetrical 
faces fabricated artificially by copying one side of the face opposite the other side in a mirror- 
symmetrical fashion. 
It is relatively easy to study the aesthetical effect of symmetry linked to perception by 
patterns built up of simple geometrical forms organised or randomly arranged (random pattems). 
Such are the patterns which have been constructed by Green[6] and by Julesz[7] to stu.dy 
perception and by Morellet or by the authors to study the aesthetical effect. 
Figure 4 shows some more or less symmetrical random patterns constructed by Julesz in 
1965. Certainly "de gustibus et coloribus non disputandum". However the experts are in 
agreement with the majority of people in stating that the strictly symmetrical figures are less 
satisfying aesthetically. In another context (for example in ornamental rt) symmetry would be, 
on the contrary, judged as attractive. Concerning the purely aleatory random pattern, there is 
hardly any interest either from an aesthetical or from a perceptive point of view. Moreover, 
perception demands a certain level of physical organization. Faced with white noise the per- 
ceptive mechanism itself introduces a minimum of order in grouping several elements together 
according to certain rules which psychologists are beginning to know and at the heart of which 
symmetry seems to play a role. 
The two pictures presented in Figs. 5 and 6 are works of art which can please or displease 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 4. Symmetrical patterns; (a) two-fold-symmetry with clusters broken, (b) twofold symmetry perturbed. 
(after B. Julesz). 
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Fig. 5. V. Molnar, Hommage gt Gabo 1. 
a spectator according to his personal taste. However, they are undoubtedly works of art since 
they have been exhibited several times in museums or avant'garde art galleries and reproduced 
in art reviews. 
These pictures are not symmetrical either perceptually or mathematically even after a close 
examination. Nevertheless, after a short contemplation they cannot be judged as being totally 
asymmetrical. Each of these paintings is made up of 171 rectangles at regular intervals in 9 
columns in 19 lines. This arrangement of rectangles has a certain symmetry, even a twofold 
symmetry (see Fig. 7). The pattern represented in Fig. 7(a) may be considered, in a certain 
context, as a work of art by its simplicity and not by virtue of its physical properties or its 
physical features. For reasons which we cannot develop here, this regular picture extracted from 
its context does not have a great aesthetical value. To render the image more aesthetical the 
constituent elements (the rectangles) are displaced according to a sine line whose parameters 
are arbitrarily chosen and arranged symmetrically around a vertical axis (Fig. 7(b)). 
The pattern thus organised obviously loses its simplicity and becomes displeasing--aes- 
thetically negative ven in a decorative context. In order to lighten the sudden change around 
Fig. 6. V, Molnar, Hommage fi Gabo II. 
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Fig. 7. (a) Regular distribution. 
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Fig. 7. (b) Symmetric sinusoidal distribution. 
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Fig. 7. (c) Symmetric sinusoidale distribution with variable amplitude (between a = - 8 and a = 8L 
Fig. 7. (d) Similar to c + 2ok , of noise. 
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Fig. 7. (e) Similar to c + 8% of noise. 
Fig. 7. (f) Distribution sinusoidale with displacement of phase. 
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the vertical axis, we d crease the amplitude of the sine curve progressively tothe amplitude 0, 
then we make that amplitude increase in a symmetrical way (see Fig. 7(c)). If we note ao the 
first amplitude, the following ones may be written 
I a=ao I n - -  1 
where n is the number of columns and k the rank of the column we consider (n is odd). 
The picture thus obtained is perfectly symmetrical round horizontal and vertical axes. It 
acquires a certain aesthetical nd decorative value which is nevertheless judged insufficient to 
construct a work aesthetically autonomous. It should be pointed out that the successive changes 
introduced in the organization of Fig. 7(a-c) have modified their aesthetical content without 
affecting the number of axes of symmetry. To break the aesthetically prejudicial monotony of 
the picture, we introduced a certain quantity of well-controlled disorder displacing the rectangles 
in an aleatory way. 
The main aim of this operation is to destroy the symmetry of the pattern. The picture hence 
obtained (Fig. 7(c)) is not symmetric. The right side of the image is the exact reproduction of 
the left side. According to our arbitrary rule of construction, each rectangle of the picture could 
be deviated at random horizontally and vertically by between 0 and 6 elementary units. (The 
size of a unit, the point, was variable). Any position of a rectangle had then a 1/36 chance of 
materializing. 
With a probability p = 0.027, the chance that 76 pairs of rectangles selected at random 
take identical positions in relation to the central axis was practically non-existent. Although the 
pattern seems symmetrical t least with the perception "without scrutinizing". A closer exam- 
ination will obviously reveal that each rectangle is not an exact reflection, in relation to the 
Fig. 8. V. Molnar, Hommage d Gabo I11. 
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Fig. 9. V. Molnar, Hommage gt Gabo IV. 
axis of symmetry, of another ectangle. It is important to observe that in increasing the size of 
the elementary unit of the displacement we modified the l vel of symmetry without altering the 
probability structure of the pattem. The picture obtained in this way is still not aesthetically 
satisfactory. 
In our efforts to break a carefully established symmetry in order to obtain higher aesthetical 
results, the next and provisionally the last step consists of the manipulation of the phase of the 
sine. Our original sinusoidal distribution was extending over a period of 2~. To obtain a 
sinusoidal distribution symmetrical with respect o a symmetry axis for a period of 27r, we have 
used the function 
y asin(t ) 
where a is the amplitude. Then we have begun to modify the phase of the sine which governs 
the distribution of elements in displacing, in a systematic or random manner, the phase of each 
column. This operation modifies the perceptual organisation of the pattern which produces a 
kind of aesthetically satisfactory hidden symmetry. 
By modifying the variables tudied above and by systematically or randomly varying others, 
such as the proportion of constituting elements or the distance separating them, weobtain images 
aesthetically satisfactory like those, for example, shown in Figs. 5, 6, 8 and 9. 
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